Principles of Club Fitting

Discussed at Michigan Meeting

ONE of the highlights of the spring meeting of the PGA, Michigan Section, for assistant pros was a discussion of club fitting. All aspects of the subject were thoroughly gone into with the result that the assistants came away with a greatly enlarged understanding of this phase of their craft. Emil Beck, honorary vp, and Joe Devany, former pres. of the Michigan organization, in a report recently released, summarized conclusions that were reached at the session. Here it is in condensed form:

Club Fitting for Men

For the average man (5-ft. 7-in. to 6-ft. 1-in.), a 43-inch driver and a 38\frac{1}{2}-in. 2-iron are correct. Reason: A shorter man needs leverage to acquire clubhead speed; a taller man doesn't need leverage due to his height and arm length, but does need control. That is why the latter shouldn't be fitted with a longer club.

A tall man (6-ft. 2-in. or 6-ft. 3-in.) needs a driver and 2-iron \frac{1}{2}-inch longer than those shown above for comfort at address.

A man 6-ft. 4-in. should use a 44-in. driver and 39\frac{1}{2}-in. 2-iron for the same reason.

A short man (5-ft. 4-in. to 5-ft. 6-in.) will probably need a 42\frac{1}{2}-in. driver and 38-in. 2-iron because longer clubs probably would be too unwieldy for him to handle or swing correctly.

Weight, Grip, Flex

After fitting the player for length one must consider the following pertinent facts:

Weight of club
Swing weight (most important)
Grip size
Shaft flex.

A strong player needs a heavier club (about D4 or D5) with a strong shaft (S or X) and if he has large hands he needs a larger grip.

The average player needs the average swing weight (D1, D2 or D3) and a normal grip with a medium shaft (R).

The below-average or older player needs a swing weight of about C9 or D with the medium (R) shaft or the (A) shaft which has more flex.

Of course, if one knows the player's game well there will be some exceptions to these standards but generally very few.

Club Fitting for Women

The general pattern for women should follow the lines for fitting men:

(5-ft. to 5-ft. 3-in.) 41\frac{1}{2}-in. wood — 37-in. 2-iron.

(5-ft. 4-in. to 5-ft. 6-in.) 42-in. wood — 37\frac{1}{2}-in. 2-iron.

(5-ft. 7-in. to 5-ft. 9-in.) 42\frac{1}{2}-in. wood — 38-in. 2-iron.

(5-ft. 10-in. and taller) 43-in. wood — 38\frac{1}{2}-in. 2-iron.

In the 5-ft. 7-in. to 5-ft. 9-in. bracket we recommend a 42\frac{1}{2}-in. wood and a 38-in. 2-iron whereas with men of approximately same height we mentioned a 43-in. wood and a 38\frac{1}{2}-in. iron. The reason for this one-half inch difference is because we feel that women are not as strong and handle a slightly shorter club much better.

With the women more so than with men, one has to be more careful regarding swing weight, length, shaft flex and grip size.

For the women we recommend starting the iron set at the 3-iron and continuing through the 9-iron, adding a sand iron.

For the woods, we feel the greater majority of players (both men and women) cannot use a 2-wood well. Instead replace the 2-wood with a 5-wood which would make the set 1, 3, 4 and 5.

All drivers should have at least 10 degs. of loft and in many cases 11 to 13 degs. loft.

As has been noted previously, there are always exceptions to the rule. In these specific cases your knowledge of the player's game will be the determining factor.

Sound Advice from a Supt.

A recent observation made by J. L. Jennings, supt. of River Oaks CC, Houston, Tex., is one that undoubtedly will get wide endorsement among greenkeepers. Speaking at a meeting of the Gulf Coast Region of the Texas Turf Assn., Jennings said: "People don't deliberately mislead me when they suggest rates and methods of weed control materials application. However, they might not understand my practices or the nature of my turf. They may inadvertently quote me wrong rates or I might not hear correctly. To be safe, I always experiment a little on a nursery area so I'll know what's going to happen."
A University of California Expert Discusses Principles of Irrigation in First of Two Articles

Water Management

By ROBERT M. HAGEN

Very often irrigation isn't determined on the basis of characteristics of the soil and climate in the area or the actual needs of the grass for water. Instead they are usually dictated by custom or convenience. As a result one sees many examples of poor water management and the accompanying turf troubles. Unfortunately I cannot give you any specific irrigation schedules which will provide you with an easy answer to your irrigation problem, but I will try to summarize some irrigation information which should allow you to develop a sensible water management for your course.

There has been comparatively little research on turfgrass irrigation. As a result much remains to be learned before one can be entirely certain what constitutes the most sensible water management practices. However, I believe research has gone far enough to allow us to point out some general irrigation principles which should be the basis of a sensible water management program.

When one thinks of management, he often thinks first of money. Accordingly let's begin by considering what golf courses are spending for irrigation.

(Fig. 1)

Los Angeles Area Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average budget for 18-hole course $70,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water costs (10%) $7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation labor (25%) 17,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Irrigation Cost $24,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Los Angeles County Turfgrass Survey, $70,000 represents the average operations budget for an 18-hole golf course in the Los Angeles vicinity. Ten per cent, or $7,000, goes directly into the water bill. On the average twenty-five percent of the total budget, or $17,500, goes for irrigation labor making a total charge against irrigation of $24,500. Thus when we are talking about sensible water management we are talking about dollars and cents management as well. Here is another example that irrigation costs real money. In the Pacific Northwest, where it rains frequently all spring with considerable rain during the summer season too, a golf course is reported to be spending $11,973 for irrigation, or one-third of its total budget. Irrigation can cost a lot of money, and it is mighty important to study our irrigation practice carefully as we analyze our operations.

Water management practices affect our operations in many ways. In the next figure, we see some of the ways we can benefit from good water management.

(Fig. 2)

Some Possible Benefits from Good Water Management

- Save Money
- Save Water
- Save Labor
- Better Fertility
- Less Disease
- Less Weeds
- Less Soil Compaction
- Better Grass
- Better Playing Conditions

In addition to saving water and labor, one can improve fertility conditions by avoiding the leaching out of nutrients and continuously soggy soils. Certainly soggy greens and sometimes fairways are made-to-order for disease and weed problems. By well selected irrigation practices we can probably lessen the soil compaction problems with all the evils it brings on. And then — and this is the goal for us all, we should have better grass and generally better playing conditions. Certainly with such a long list of possible benefits from better water management it seems to me that each of us ought to look very carefully at the possibilities of better or more sensible water management.

Sensible water management depends upon answering three questions well. These are: First, "When to irrigate?" This simple but not easy question must be faced by your irrigator every day or every several
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days. Second, "How much water to apply?" Third, "How to apply that water to get proper coverage?"

As a starter, let me give you some short answers to these questions and then elaborate in more detail later.

"When?" When the grass really needs water.

"How much?" In low rainfall areas, apply enough water to replace that water which has been used by the grass since the previous irrigation or, as often said, try to "connect" the moistures. Avoid leaving a dry layer down below. If this layer remains dry, it will cause shallow roots. For humid areas, it is more difficult to make sound irrigation recommendations, for any irrigation may be followed by a terrific downpour of rain which can cause trouble if the soil has been irrigated deeply. In general, though, one should also avoid allowing the subsoil to remain dry for appreciable lengths of time.

"How to apply?" Use good equipment and well-engineered layouts. Without good equipment and proper layouts it is almost impossible to do a good job of water management. Those of you who have the misfortune to have poor equipment and/or poor layouts have built-in trouble. A poor irrigation system is particularly serious in arid regions where you must depend almost entirely on irrigation.

You may be thinking I didn't give you any very definite answers to these three very important questions: When, how much, and how to apply? No simple answers can be given. All depends upon your own situation. Only if you understand the basic irrigation principles, and apply them to your situation, can you arrive at sound answers to these irrigation questions. Don't try to apply to your own course some specific schedules and sprinkler running times you read about somewhere. Chances are great that they don't fit your conditions.

Let's now consider the question of when or how often to irrigate.

(Fig. 3)
Irrigation Interval = \( \frac{\text{Supply in Root Zone}}{\text{Rate of Use}} \)

The irrigation interval depends upon the supply of water within the root zone of the grass divided by the rate of water used. If we keep this very simple relationship before us, I think we can help ourselves to more sensible water management quite easily.

Now a brief review of some simple ideas about soil moisture.

(Fig. 4—Bottom of Page)

This barrel with a top and small drain helps illustrate some important soil moisture conditions. If water is added quickly to the barrel or to soil, all the air space is filled and we say the soil is saturated. As you know, a saturated soil is a very unhealthy environment for grass roots.

Like this barrel with a drain, a normal well drained soil soon loses some water, until a new level is reached when drainage essentially ceases. A soil in which drainage has become very slow is said to be at field capacity. Grass growing on that soil will extract water until it becomes too slowly available to keep up with water lost from the leaves. The moisture con-
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tent at which the grass wilts is called the wilting point. The available water in soils is the difference between water left after drainage (field capacity) and the water left when plants cease to get it (the wilting point). Different soils hold different amounts of available water. Sandy soils hold approximately one half an inch of available water per foot depth of soil. Loams hold about an inch and a half of available water per foot, and clays hold an average of approximately two and a half inches of water per foot.

The next factor in determining the total amount of water within the root zone (and thus the irrigation interval) is the root system of the grass. In figure 5, we have a drawing of the root system of the grass.

(Fig. 5)

As illustrated here, grasses typically have absorbing roots near the surface, with their number diminishing gradually with depth. Because of the decreasing abundance of roots with depth, there is a corresponding decrease with depth in the amounts of water removed at the time the grass shows dryness.

(Fig. 6)

Near the surface (as indicated by the longer bars), all of the available water has been removed. Here the soil has reached the wilting point. As we go deeper less and less of the available water has been removed when the grass shows dryness because there are fewer and fewer absorbing roots. Moisture extraction patterns for two varieties of blue-grass are shown. The cross-hatched bars represent the water absorbed by the Kentucky blue-grass when it shows wilting. The other bars show extraction by Merion bluegrass when it shows wilting. Differences in length of bars indicate that the Merion has more deep roots than Kentucky. Deeper roots mean that the irrigation interval can be longer. Fig. 7 shows Kentucky bluegrass was badly wilted with numerous browned areas after four weeks without rain or irrigation in California, while alongside the Merion was just beginning to show dryness and still had a good green color. The Merion bluegrass simply has more roots down deep and thus has greater drought tolerance than Kentucky under these conditions.

(Fig. 7)

The clear bars of Figure 7 represent the moisture extraction pattern for fifteen months old Kentucky bluegrass at wilting.

By the time this stand of bluegrass was twenty-seven months old, many of the deeper absorbing roots had disappeared as indicated by the shorter cross-hatched bars. Thus the twenty-seven months old blue-grass was able to extract less water before it wilted and thus was less drought tolerant than it was as a younger grass. Other grasses have shown similar losses of roots with time except for such grasses as K-31 fescue and the bermudas.
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The rooting depth of grass is affected by many things.

(Fig. 8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Fertilization</th>
<th>Clippings</th>
<th>Soil</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Rooting depth is a function first of all of the grass itself. To some extent it is dependent upon clippings. While I recognize that the height of clippings is often governed by other considerations, I think we should be aware that clipping may be a factor affecting rooting depth of grass at least to a minor extent. The soil on which the grass is growing also has an important influence. Certainly another major factor is irrigation practice. Some grasses are forced to be shallow rooted despite a deep rooting potential because of the irrigation practices we follow. Either excessive irrigation or insufficient irrigation can contribute to shallow rooted grass. Fertilization probably has some effect on rooting depth of grasses as well. Disease and climate also have an effect. These are the factors, then, which influence the depth of rooting and thus the total moisture reserve that we have to draw on between irrigation intervals.

What are some of the rooting depths we have observed under the deep favorable soil conditions at Davis?

(Fig. 9)

Bents 10-12 inches
Bluegrass 24-36 inches
Bermuda more than 48 inches

The rooting depths shown are those from which these grasses will take all of the available moisture from the soil before they show signs of wilting. Of course there are many roots that run down deeper than these figures indicate. These might be considered to be the effective rooting depths of these grasses.

Consider now the rate water is used by grass. I trust you will pardon a Californian speaking in California for using some California figures to illustrate the range in consumptive use one can find even over a small geographical distance.

(Fig. 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions in California</th>
<th>Consumptive Water Use (in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry desert areas</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Joaquin Valley</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Valley</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inland coastal areas .20 1.5
Coastal slopes .1 to .15 1.0

As shown here, use varies from nearly one third of an inch of water per day in the dry desert areas to about one-tenth inches per day along the coastal slopes where fog frequently comes in off the ocean. One must know the approximate use rate for your area and season of the year if the irrigation is to be predicted with any accuracy.

Now let's predict an irrigation schedule for a situation where the grass has an effective rooting depth of one foot on the loam soil in an area where the water use rate is .2 inch per day. The number of days between irrigations can be very easily worked out as follows:

\[
\text{Days} = \frac{1.5}{.2} = 7.5
\]

With an effective rooting depth of one foot on a loam soil (which holds one and a half inches per foot), the total supply of available water is one and a half inches. This divided by the rate of use (.2 per day) means that the grass should not wilt before about seven and one-half days. Although you may not want the grass to become quite so dry, this calculation will allow you to make estimates for planning.

Some of you have seen the following chart for it has been reproduced in several different places. This chart gives the approximate number of days between irrigations as a function of the soil depth containing roots which have been irrigated. The greater the depth which has been irrigated, the longer one can allow the grass to go between irrigations. This is simply a graphical representation of the simple calculation I showed you just previously.

(Fig. 11)

If you look carefully at the chart of Fig. 11, you will notice that some of the Irrigation Interval as Influenced by Soil Texture and Depth of Root Zone where Water Use is 1-in. per week.
TV Golf from Municipal Pro Steps Up Play in Community

By JIM FOSTER

ERNEST Edwards, professional at the Gillespie Park muny course in Greensboro, N. C., has been credited with getting from 300 to 500 beginners started in golf each year since he has been in his present post.

That's a pretty fair record of public service, but it is being far exceeded by Edwards' present performance in taking the game into the homes of thousands of potential golfers, new golfers and veterans at the game with his work on WFMY-TV at Greensboro. The Edwards' program has meant a decided extension of the community's recreation interest and service.

The response since his 15-minute weekly show started in March has been amazing. Many duffers who had been hacking at the ball the wrong way for years suddenly took an interest in their swings and as a result home club professionals throughout the area have been getting more requests for lessons.

Many persons who had never thought of taking up the game, look forward to his picture-tube instructions weekly and some are putting his tips into practice on the courses.

Although he has had no previous television experience Edwards is at complete ease before the cameras. His instruction is informal, just as though he were on the tee with a pupil. Charlie Harville, sports director of WFMY-TV lends him able assistance in the way of questions that golfers might ask.

Class Lessons Easiest Start

Although the TV audience is the biggest class he has ever had, group lessons certainly are not new to Edwards.

He believes the best way to learn is in a class with from five to 20 other beginners where players can capitalize on the mistakes of others and feel more at ease themselves.

The rapid growth of golf in this section can be attributed to a great extent to Edwards and George Corcoran, Greensboro CC pro with whom he worked when he was starting in the profession. Both have pushed the sport among beginners, women and juniors especially.

Edwards was not a polished player when he turned pro in 1934. He started to work as assistant to Tony Manero at Sedgefield GC and managed the shop for him for six years. It was during that period, in 1936, that Manero won the National Open Championship.

In 1940 Edwards moved over to Starmount Forest CC as assistant to Corcoran and one year later was named head pro at Gillespie Park. The city had built the nine-hole course as an experiment and under the guidance of Edwards it has been more than successful. The course has grown to 18 holes and annually leads the other four courses at Greensboro in the number of 20 to 25 thousand rounds played. Some 20 to 25 thousand rounds are played there annually.

Although he does give many private lessons, Edward's group lessons naturally are most popular during spring and summer. He sets them up in a series of six sessions.

Ernest Edwards (left), Greensboro, N. C. pro, and Charlie Harville, WFMY-TV sports director, rehearse popular golf program before going on camera. Backdrop with green and water hazard gives show real golfing atmosphere.
Disease prevention with “Tersan” pays off in greens like this for Mr. Bretzlaff, past president of the National Golf Course Superintendents Association.
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